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GB Power Market Outlook to 2030
This report provides an annual overview of trends for the GB Power Market out to 2030 using outputs from Cornwall Insight’s latest Benchmark Power Curve
(BPC) for the British Electricity Market covering England, Scotland and Wales. This publication is based on comprehensive market and asset-level power price
modelling that delivers long-term power price forecasts, informed by industry-leading regulatory, market and policy expertise, and supplemented with direct
access to trusted practitioners. All numbers/ figures are based on Cornwall Insight modelling, except where explicitly referenced.
Figure 1: Power price forecasts - average price per fiscal year

Key Drivers
•

High power prices in winter 2022 are caused by concerns
about gas supplies in the EU, high gas prices have increased
coal burn which have driven carbon prices to new highs. Our
forecast for winter 2022 has decreased, following gas prices.

•

The conflict in Ukraine has also caused European countries
to target higher levels of renewables deployment. This
deployment happens as interconnectors come online and
increases competition for GB export renewables, decreasing
prices in the 2020s compared to our previous report.

•

Instead of a sharp drop that plateaus in 2023-2024, this
report forecasts a slower drop in prices before starting to
plateau in 2028, mirroring the change in our gas forecasts.

•

As we approach 2030 electrification of the economy
increases demand, levelling out the power price. This
demand growth is mostly met by low-carbon, low marginal
cost generators and as a result power prices do not
significantly increase, although they remain above pre
pandemic levels.

Source Cornwall Insight Benchmark Power Curve
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Generation Technology Mix

Figure: Future electricity generation capacity breakdown

Underlying the forecast changes in power prices are
the significant changes to the technological make-up
of the system.
•

Despite security of supply contracts for coal
plants to remain open in winter 2022-23, all
coal capacity is due to close by April 2024, in
line with the government targets. Increasing
carbon prices have accelerated decline of
coal-fired power stations.

•

Solar and onshore wind capacity will increase
as cheap generation options to meet
decarbonisation targets and rising demand.

•

This report forecasts higher growth in offshore
wind than our last report as the government
target for offshore wind capacity has increased
from 40GW by 2030 to 50GW by 2030.

•

As a result of higher offshore wind capacity:
o

The variability of wind generation
accelerates the switch from CCGT to
OCGT, as OGCTs can be operated
more flexibly to maintain system
security. This is particularly evident in
2025-26 where the latest CM auction
had no successful CCGT new build
agreements.

o

Increased battery capacity will also be
needed to allow the grid to operate
more flexibly. Here we see lead time
delaying increases in the technology’s
capacity until 2025.
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Our experts are on hand to discuss any of the information above in more detail
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Disclaimer
The opinions contained in this report constitute the current opinions of
Cornwall Insight and are produced for informational purposes only. This
report should not be construed as an offer, recommendation or solicitation
to buy, sell or deal in any commodity, product or security or to enter into
any trading or investment activity whatsoever. Any use by you or any third
party of any information or other material contained in or associated with
this document signifies agreement by you or them to these conditions.
The report makes use of information gathered from a variety of sources
that have not been subject to independent verification. Cornwall Insight do
not give any representation or warranty as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information collected from market participants or
from sources in the public domain.
Cornwall Insight do not make any warranties, whether express, implied or
statutory regarding or relating to the contents of this report and
specifically disclaim all implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the
implied warranties of satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular
purpose. While Cornwall Insight consider that the information and
opinions given in this newsletter/report and all other documentation are
sound, all parties must rely on their own skill and judgment when making
use of it.
Whilst every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of any information or material contained in or associated with this document, none of Cornwall Insight or
their affiliates and employees, either individually or collectively accept any responsibility for any loss, damage, cost or expense of whatever kind arising directly
or indirectly from or in connection with the use by any person whomsoever of any such information or material; neither do they make any representation or
warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the data, information or statements contained herein.
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